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The Presidential Issue

Barack Obama Gets A Sex Change, US Has First Black and Female President
Opinion: “I Demand
A Recount”
By Frank the
Disgruntled McCain Supporter
   Do you really
think the U.S. just
elected
Barack
Obama as President? Come on,
America- let’s think again. This
is obviously impossible. The only
way Obama could have beaten
John McCain would have been by
using dirty techniques to rig the
election. The voters have been disenfranchised on a massive scale,
unlike anything ever seen before.
   Millions of absentee ballots
have yet to be counted. Why is this
taking so long, you ask? Because
the Obama campaign is worried
about them, of course, and stalling.
These uncounted ballots are the
key to a McCain victory. All those
absentee ballots that haven’t been
counted yet in California? These
extra votes will give McCain the
extra push he needs to take this
crucial battleground state.
   How else have we been misled?
I tell you, the ballot had a deliberate misprint, switching the ballot
hole numbers corresponding to the
candidates of the two major parties.
What does this mean? Every vote
for Barack Obama was meant to
be a vote for John McCain! While
this landslide victory for McCain is
encouraging, these facts have not
been reported to the general public. Demand the truth, America!
   We need a recount. We demand
a recount. America, stand with me,
and together we will correct this injustice to the voters of our beloved
country. Don’t worry, America, you
will be heard. John McCain will
be the next President! As I always
say, it’s not over until the Supreme
Court votes on it.
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Cranard

WASHINGTON D.C--In order to
continue his message of change,
Barack Obama got a sex change
yesterday to give the country its
first black president, its first female
president, and its first president
who has received a sex change.
   

“I knew the country
needed something drastic,
so I arranged the
procedure right away”
“Like I told the people,” said
Obama in his first press conference
following the operation, “I will
waste no time. Right when I was
elected I knew the country needed
something drastic, and so I ar-

ranged the procedure right away.”
    It is with this same speed and
resolve that Obama hopes to tackle
other larger problems facing the
nation. “Solving racism by being
elected the first black president was
not enough,” said Obama later in the

Obama’s First Presidential Action To
Get, Walk New Puppy

In an unexpected course of
events, president elect Barack
Obama has already started making presidential decisions. Last
Wednesday, just one day after being elected, Obama announced that
for his first act as president he will
bring change to the White House
by ousting the Bush’s dog Barney.
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“The people of America have spoken--they really want change--but
my family has spoken--and they
really want a puppy. So I thought,
why can’t I just do both? Barney
has lived in the white house for 8
years and its time for him to go!”
  
Proclaimed President Elect
Obama in Wednesday’s press
conference: “We’ve been working hard on this campaign, and we
deserve a puppy. And our puppy
won’t be more of the same--our
puppy won’t go urinating on other people’s lawns or biting other
people’s journalists. Our puppy
will act responsible throughout
the international community.”
   Now that the campaign is over
and there are no more problems
do deal with, President Obama
has said he will spend at least five
hours a day tending to and walking
the new presidential dog.

press conference. “I wanted to tackle sexism as well, and don’t forget
discrimination against those who
have had a sex-change operation.”
    However, conservative critics feel
that this is just “more of the same,”
and that the Democratic party is
once again taking over the country
with its no-good liberal agenda and
corrupting the minds of our youth.
Conservative political personality Rush Limbaugh had this to say
regarding Obama’s recent actions:
“I don’t want my children to have
a president who has had a sexchange, let alone a president who
is a woman or black. What kind
of messages of toleration are we
sending to the next generation?”
   In addition to this, Michelle
Obama has now become confused
in regards to her role as first lady,
but Obama’s cabinet will take care
of that one.

Obama Wins, Palin
Says “Gosh Darnit”

Obama Credits Victory
to Power Thumb
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“My fellow Americans, I am happy to announce that racism is officially over!”
Barack Obama in his acceptance speech, noting that all racist groups disbanded due to no longer having a purpose.

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

$34.2 MILLION

last weeks answers: CORNER KICK, FORTUNE, LAMB CHOP, ARMY

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

How much more money John McCain needed to spend
to win the election. Simply, when it comes down to it,
the person who spends the most money wins, and John
McCain and his fundraising team just didn’t bring it. It’s
a fact of the world that money wins elections, and the
McCain campaign failed to reazlie this. This was also
the amount of money that the Obama campaign spent on
t-shirts and stickers alone, which goes to show you that
stickers win elections.
This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q=R

“HGKPBM VSCC PZR HZOM SD VM VKSR DZQ XZOM ZRGMQ WMQXZP ZQ XZOM ZRGMQ RSOM. VM
KQM RGM ZPMX VM’YM FMMP VKSRSPB DZQ. VM KQM RGM HGKPBM RGKR VM XMME.” - FKQKHE
ZFKOK
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ALL THE PRESIDENT IS, IS A GLORIFIED PUBLIC RELATIONS MAN WHO SPENDS HIS TIME FLATTERING, KISSING,
AND KICKING PEOPLE TO GET THEM TO DO WHAT THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO DO ANYWAY.” - HARRY S. TRUMAN

SUDOKU

Level: Over Easy

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

NUDOP

DRATY

THE PROBLEM
AT THE WIGSTORE
CHECKOUT LINE

HECABY

PENDEE

HE DIDN’T WANT
SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: CRANK, TIPSY, PHOTON, GLOVED preferred
clothing for armed vehicles TANK TOP
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